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Lecturer Introduction

Lecturer：Tateo Sato

History 
• On October 15th, 1986, goes to the USA to participate in Ocean Providence. 

Works on wholesale fish, restaurants, tackle shop, and fishing boat in Florida 
and South Carolina. At that time, 100 members were sent monthly from 
Japan to USA for the Ocean Providence mission, and he was in the last group 
that was sent. 

• In September of 1989, he became the representative of North American 
Ocean Church and took responsibility for Ocean Providence in North 
America. Since then for 15 years, he worked as a fishing aide for Rev. Moon 
and at the same time worked on developing Ocean Hobby Industry such as 
boat manufacturing/sales company establishment. 

• In September of 1991, when President Kamiyama went back to Japan along 
with 200 leaders who had received Ocean Training, took over the mission of 
the entire American Ocean Providence.  Inherited the responsibilities of 
President 

• In August of 2004, received change of mission from Rev. Moon to switch 
missions with Rev. Kamiyama to take responsibility over Japanese National 
Messiahs and South American providence. Presently working on boat 
factory and other related industry in Asuncion, Paraguay, South America. 

• On July 12th, 2005, received permission for investment/shareholder 
recruitment activities in Japan from President Eu, who was at the time the 
spiritual leader of the Japanese movement. Began recruitment towards the 
goal of gathering 8000 shareholders. 

• Former Representative of North American Ocean Church (15 years)

• Former True Wor1d Marine (Hobby World Development Inc.) CEO
(Founder)

• Former ISA Inc. (Alaska) President
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2004 年10月24日E.Gにて

In 1994, when Rev. and Mrs. Moon was visiting South America, they 
instructed President Sato to take responsibility for the North 
American Ocean Providence. 

In 2004, becomes the leader for South American Ocean 
Providence



Rev. Moon's Instructions regarding the 185 Japanese National Messiahs and 
the Mission of North American Ocean Hobby Industry Providence Leader 

8/21/2004 HanNamDong： I am thinking of switching Kamiyama and Sato's missions. How many years has it been? 
13 or 15 years? (To Sato) How many years have you been doing this with Father? (15 years.) You have to go to 
Paraguay and build boats there. If you start anew in Paraguay, I think we'll better results than building the boats and 
selling them here in the US. If you work hard, there is no limit to how successful it can become. No need to hesitate. 
Kamiyama, if I switch the missions for everyone like this as of today, what do you think, Mr. Park? Do you understand, 
Kamiyama? I order that mission change right now. From tomorrow, devise plans to pursue this change. The 180 (185) 
people will move (to America) and work on boat company as well as salespersons. The ones who have been doing 
boat building until now will move to South America. Sato is going to South America so help each other in boat 
manufacturing, work together. Sato, even when you go to South America, you might see me often. 160 (185) people 
plus 60. Sato and the 60 people. Switch out couple people who has been working on boat production and help each 
other. Use a joint strategy to develop North and South equally. Labor costs are cheaper in the Southen coutries, so if I 
were to release you guys to the South to build boats, and make a foundation to build 30 boats per day, or 100 boats 
per day, it will not cost as much as building 30 boats a day in the North. In that sense, I must make this mission change. 
Even as a test or for a future plan, we must do this. You don't need much labor costs in the South. I will become a 
grandfather of 96 years old soon. Help Father! It's an embarrasing thing to ask help from a 90-year old grandfather.
You must all make utmost effort not to do that. –(an excerpt from the given policy)-

At the coordination meeting at North Garden, Kodiak (9/4/2004): Purchase 50,000 sq.meter land near Asuncion. First 
we make that our foundation for boat production and Ocean Providence related work. The first funds shall be given by 
True World. However, Sato must quickly become independent. Consult with Japan and gather investors. (Excerpt from 
given policy) -More details will be given in the seminar (It is not a normal business but a providencial business. Main 
instructions were that the Blessed Families become the center of this business to develop the largest company in ther
world that bases itself on Unification Thought.)
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Lecture Contents

I. PART I: VISION 2020 Overview
• What is VISION 2020?
• What is Age of Pacific Rim that began from a gathering point in Yeosu
• VISION2020, Role of Ocean Providence, and our Pace
• What direction should we go now?

II. PART II: Rev. Moon's Life as the true founder of Ocean Culture and Civilization
• Global fishing champion - Why did he invest two thirds of his life, himself, human resources, and 

money into ocean? History of this life and death struggle
• Life long boat builder (Champion) - The boat that he invested 50 years of his life
• Founder of Historical Ocean Culture and Civilization (Ocean Hobby Industry) - "Tribal Messiahs 

achieving a position that can represent nations"

III. PART III: Manufacturing and Sales
• Intro - (1) Manufacturing and sales by shareholders (2) Why Paraguay? (3) Boat manufacturing 

concept (4) Meaning of 278 boat initiation (5) The core of Ocean Providence is boat (6) Concept that 
boat business is to be the world's largest business (7) We as Blessed Families must create a concept 
that boat will create massive value (8) Boat made in Paraguay (9) Trial calculation for a single boat 
(10) Formation of Boat Fishing Club

• Manufacturing System
• Sales Structure 

IV. PART IV: National Ocean Fund (Ocean Hobby Industry Providence Fund - 12 Pillars of Ocean 
Hobby Industry Providence) Recruitment
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PART I
VISION2020 Overview

What is VISION 2020? 

What is the Age of Pacific 
Rim that began from a 
gathering point in Yeosu

VISION2020, Role of Ocean 
Providence, and our Pace

What direction should we 
go now?



Contents of “PART I: VISION 2020 Overview”

1. What is VISION2020?

2. Why and when is the dawn of the Age of Pacific Rim? And why does it signify the "Age of 
True Ocean Culture and Civilization" and "Age of the Dawn of God Civilization"?

3. The Path of "True Father's 3-Year Course of Ocean Realm Completion" and "Our Ocean 
Providence Course" that culminated at the "Yeosu World Ocean Expo" in the years between 
2009 and 2012

① True Father’s Words on 3-Year Course of Ocean Realm Completion”

② 3-Year Course of Ocean Realm Completion centering on True Father

③ "Path of Hobby World Marine" until 2012 that advanced concurrent to the "3-Year 
Course"

④ Age of Pacific Rim arrives in Korea - May 12 ~ August 12, 2012

⑤ 8/13/2012 - Korea's departure as "the Third Rome" that will stand on the top of the 
world since the time of "True Father's last prayer" 

4. Restoration of 43 nations and Unification of Korean Peninsula until the year 2020

5. Within the "VISION2020," we aim for the "Unification of Korean Peninsula" on the basis of 
restoration of "Japan, Paraguay, and Korea"

6. 3-Year Course of Ocean Hobby Industry Providence until the year 2016

PART I VISION2020 Overview



What is VISION ２０２０

1、Kingdom of Heaven in heaven and on earth will be 
established by the year 2020

- Kingdom of Heaven will be established in 3, 5, or at most 7 years  (True 
Father) -

"There is no time. You must rise up. You must make a life and death decision. Run. It's even better if 
you fly." (True Mother)

① "VISION2020" is a vision that 20 strategic countries and 20 providential countries along with 
Korea, Japan, and America for the total of 43 countries will all be "restored within 7 years" 
until the year 2020. 

② Example 1 of the grounds that we can believe this: True Father has stated that if Jewish and 
Israelites believed in Jesus as the Messiah and received him, Jesus could have established a 
Ocean Hobby Industry Model Base (True Oceanic Civilization, God Civilization) on Crete 
Island. Then, he would have went on to renew Greece, Rome, prepared India, China, and 
eventually established a banner of the realm of unified civilization in the Asian Continent. 

③ Example 2 of the grounds that we can believe this: On August 15th, 1945, if Korean Christianity 
and the world Christianity received True Father as the "Lord of the Second Coming," the 
world would have become the Kingdom of Heaven on earth and in heaven within 7 years. 
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What is VISION ２０２０

2、"VISION2020" is believed to be rooted in the time around July 23rd, 2012 
when True Father stated "Kingdom of Heave on Earth and in Heaven will 
be established within 3, 5 or at most 7 years from now."

① True Father is an existence that could not have gone to the spirit world until he as the Lord of the 
Second Coming establish the Kingdom of Heave on Earth and in Heaven. 

② The “Cheon Il Guk” had to be established before the Foundation Day. 

The basis for Cheon Il Guk is dominion (Heavenly Parent/True Parents of Heaven and Earth), citizens 
(Completed families of Cain/Abel), national land (optimal land for living, center of culture and 
civilization). With these three, it can be established. If these minimum conditions, or the core/model 
of Cheon Il Guk is achieved, the sphere of evil influence would have been dealt with. 

(The laws of before/after of truth and lies, Principles of internal/vertical/historical restoration through 
indemnity, and the Principles of external/horizontal/substantial realization)

③ The 7 years left until 2020 is the grace period given to humanity

True Father offered a special condition, and declared the Start of New Heaven and New Earth (July 23rd 
morning) upon placing the "7-year grace period" even though the world was at a stage where evil still 
exists, and must have chose to continue his activities in the spirit world. Incentive for the Unification 
of this Earth exists in the spirit world. 

④ The 60-Year Course (1950-2012) of our True Parents that have been creating victorious 
foundation that can replace the global Christianity to "enable the establishment of Kingdom of 
Heaven in Heaven and on Earth within 7 years." 

PART I VISION2020 Overview



Nations that are targeted to be restored in the "VISION2020" 

PART I VISION2020 Overview

[Strategic Countries] [Providential Countries ]

1．Korea

3．America

5．Nepal

7．Taiwan

9．Thailand

11．Brazil

13．Costa Rica

15．Vanuatu

17．Benin

19．Congo

21．Ivory Coast

23．Moldova

2．Japan

4．Dominican 
Republic

6．Philippines 

8．India

10．Albania 

12．Paraguay

14．Solomon Islands

16．Palau

18．Brazzaville 

20．Burkina Faso 

22．Mongolia

1．Canada

3．Italy

5．France

7．Switzerland

9．Uruguay

11．Mexico

13．Australia

15．Kenya 

17．Nigeria 

19．China

2．Malaysia 

4．England

6．Germany

8．Panama 

10．Argentina

12．New Zealand

14．Israel

16．Zambia 

18．Russia

20．Ukraine 



Why and When is the Dawn of the Age of Pacific Rim? 
And why does it signify the "Age of True Ocean Culture and Civilization" and 

"Age of the Dawn of God Civilization"?

• The meaning of "The Coming of the Age of Pacific Rim" from the viewpoint of "The 
Second Advent" from "Divine Principle"

• Inevitability of "the Coming of the Age of Pacific Rim" from the viewpoint of transitional 
history of human civilization

• The end of "Fallen Continental Civilization" and the emergence of "True Ocean Culture 
and Civilization/Pacific Rim Culture and Civilization as the God Civilization"

• Coming of the "Age of Pacific Rim" through the understanding of True Father's 
Autobiography

• March 17, 2007 - The Age of Pacific Rim, Declaration of the Beginning of the Age of God 
Civilization

• Historical view of the Age of Pacific Rim in terms of God's Will 
- The direction of UN and free world centering on North America -

The Beginning of the Age of Pacific Rim (Ocean)/God Civilization centering on True 
Parents

• During the time between "May 12th - August 12th, 2012" when the Yeosu International 
Ocean Expo was held, oceanic and heavenly fortune gathered on the Korean Peninsula. 

PART I VISION2020 Overview



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Meaning of the Coming of the Age of Pacific Rim Seen from the 
Viewpoint of “The Second Advent”

(pg.303 of Exposition of Divine Principle) (1/2)

The Culmination of All Civilizations
(Establishment of Kingdom of Heaven on Earth and in Heaven)

Spiritual and material civilization, built upon religion and science-the quests to overcome the two aspects of 
human ignorance-must be brought into harmony. Only then can we resolve the fundamental problems of human 
life and realize the world of God’s ideal. In the world Christ comes to realize, science will be highly developed. It 
will be a society with the highest level of civilization, one in which all civilizations which have developed through 
the vertical course of providential history will be restored horizontally under the leadership of the Lord. 
Therefore, the spiritual and material aspects of civilization developing from religion and science, which have 
flourished all over the world, will be embraced and harmonized in Korea as guided by the new truth. Then they 
will bear fruit in the ideal world of God’s deepest desire.

First, the essences of all civilizations which developed on the land should bear fruit in Korea. The ancient 
continental civilizations which arose in Egypt and Mesopotamia bequeathed their fruits to the peninsular 
civilizations of Greece, Rome and Iberia, and thence to the island civilization of Great Britain. This island 
civilization passed on its culture to the United States, a continental civilization. Then the direction was reversed, 
with the United States passing on its culture to the island civilization of Japan. Now these fruits are to be 
harvested in the peninsular civilization of Korea, where Christ is to be born. 

Next, the essences of civilizations born on the shores of rivers and seas should bear fruit in the Pacific civilization 
to which Korea belongs. The river civilizations which arose on the shores of the Nile, Tigris and Euphrates Rivers 
passed on their cultures to the civilizations in the vicinity of the Mediterranean Sea: Greece, Rome, Spain and 
Portugal. These bequeathed their fruits to the civilizations on the Atlantic Ocean: notably, Great Britain and the 
United States. All these fruits will be harvested in the civilization of the Pacific Ocean, which links together the 
United States, Japan and Korea.

PART I VISION2020 Overview



The Meaning of the Coming of the Age of Pacific Rim Seen from the 
Viewpoint of “The Second Advent” 

(pg.303 of Exposition of Divine Principle) (2/2)

Last, civilizations born out of different climate zones should bear fruit in Korea. In the round of 
the seasons, living things begin their life and multiplication in spring, flourish in summer, bear 
fruit in autumn, and store their reserves in winter. The cycle of spring, summer, autumn and 
winter is repeated not only year by year, but also day by day: morning corresponds to spring, 
afternoon to summer, evening to autumn, and night to winter. The four phases of human life-
childhood, youth, middle age, and old age-also fit this pattern. Human history, too, unfolds 
according to the seasons, because an aspect of God’s Principle underlying His creation is the 
harmonious, seasonal circle of life.

God created Adam and Eve in the springtime of human history. Accordingly, history was 
supposed to begin from the temperate-zone civilization of Eden. Then, in its summer season, it 
should have moved to a tropical civilization; in autumn, to a cool-zone civilization; and it should 
have reached its culmination in a frigid-zone civilization analogous to the winter season. 
However, due to the Fall, human beings were degraded to the level of savages. Instead of 
building a temperate-zone civilization, they prematurely came to live in the tropical zones as 
primitive men. On the continent of Africa, they built the tropic-zone civilization of Egypt. This 
continental civilization passed on its culture to the peninsulas and islands where cool-zone 
civilizations developed. They bequeathed their fruits to the frigid-zone civilization of the Soviet 
Union. Now this current is to culminate in the formation of the temperate-zone civilization of 
the new Eden. This should certainly take place in Korea, where all civilizations are to bear fruit. 

PART I VISION2020 Overview



Inevitability of "the Coming of the Age of Pacific Rim" from the 
Viewpoint of “Transitional History of Human Civilization” (Diagram)

PART I VISION2020 Overview

Through the fall of Adam and Eve, the Fallen 
Continental Culture and Civilization began. 
This cultural realm of "fornication and war" 
centered on the idea of conflict ended up 
producing nuclear weapons that can destroy 
the earth 600 times over, and eventually 
developed globally to cause conflict and war 
between races, religions, and nations. 

The Hellenistic and Hebraist Movements that 
will never bear fruit and will not see life are 
both coming to an complete and utter end. 
Need of rebirth.

Jesus' mission was to reclaim Rome 
(pacify/unify) through the 
Mediterranean/Oceanic civilization → Later 
was to go through India/China to go to 
Korea/China region to create a realm of 
unified civilization. 

Christian culture/civilization is extremely close 
to oceanic culture/civilization. It has created 
the phrase: "one who conquers the sea will 
conquer the world." However, it only brought 
spiritual salvation and met its decline due to 
moral decadence

The Lord of the Second Coming will produce a 
Civilization of Unified Peace in Yeosu, 
reclaim(pacify/unify) the whole world 
centered on America, go over Mount Baekdu, 
and has the mission to finally create a "Unified 
Civilization" on the same "Korea/China region" 
as Jesus. 

Egypt
Mesopotamia 

Indus 
Yellow River Civilization

Italian Peninsular Civilization

Rome, Italy
Christianity

Based on new Heart, Life 
and Lineage

Realm of Unified 
Civilization

China (area that spans 
Korea-China region)

Mediterranean Civilization
Model Base on Crete

Original Course centering on Jesus

Winter Civilization
(Communism)
Soviet Union

China, North Korea
Vietnam

South America
(Orthodox)

USA
(Protestantism)

(Present day Rome)

Realm of Atlantic Civilization

Jesus

Second
Coming

Realm of Pacific Civilization

Island Civilizations of 
Japan, and Pacific Rim 
countries centered on 

Hawaii

Unified Korean Peninsula 
Civilization

Korea/Yeosu
GoMunDo

(New Rome)

Preparation to build the seeded civilization 
throught the "Ocean Providence"

Spain
(Orthodox)

United Kingdom
(Protestantism)

Peaceful Civilization of Humankind, 

Rebirth to a civilization that can bear fruit

Origin of Human Civilization 

Began as a Fallen Continental (River) 
Civilization of summer which does not have a 

seed nor bear fruit



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The End of "Fallen Continental Civilization" and the Emergence of 
"True Ocean Culture and Civilization/Pacific Rim Culture and 

Civilization as the God Civilization"

The Hellenistic movement born from the corruption of Roman Catholicism, developed through Renaissance, 
French Revolution, and into Communism. Finally it gained itself a sovereign state in the form of Russian 
Revolution in the year 1917. However, this proletarian culture and civilization, the final destination of communist 
movement, started its collapse in 1987 under the rule that it “cannot last more than 70 years” with its extreme 
corruption and descent. 

East European communism and Berlin wall collapsed, and finally in 1991, the Soviet Union was dismantled. 
Communist China and North Korea were left, but according to the “number 70” rule, they most likely will not be 
able to go over the year 2018. At the time in 1990, President Gorbachev welcomed True Parents as state guests. 
He said, "The Communist ideology could not overcome the Christian democratic liberalism that continues to 
become corrupt. Rev. Moon's Unification Thought is the only resolution to this problem." Kim Il Sung of course 
followed suit.

In 1991, President Kim Il Sung welcomed True Parents, pledged brotherhood, and to Kim Jung Il, he left a dying 
message: "Work only with Rev. Moon on the reunification of the Korean Peninsula." President Kim Jung Il 
followed that message and pledged brotherhood of Kim Jung Un and Hyung Jin Moon. Upon that foundation, the 
North Korea is waiting with anticipation for the day that South Korea is reborn into new culture/civilization 
through Unification Thought. 

In other words, both Hellenism and Hebraism were started from Adam and Eve centered on Satan, and the Fallen 
Continental Civilization continued for 6000 years. This civilization will be unified on the Korean Peninsula and 
lead to world unification through the emergence of a Metropolitan Civilization (Tribal, clan, racial messiahs that 
have Blessed Families as core) born from pure Ocean Culture/Civilization based on God's Heart, Lineage and 
Ideology centered on our True Parents. 

PART I VISION2020 Overview



Coming of the "Age of Pacific Rim" Through the Understanding 
of True Father's Autobiography

(He was proclaiming this from the time of Beom Net Gol)

Chapter 3 The Man with the Fullest Stomach - Founding of church and Persecution –
Section 2 ”The Crazy, Handsome Man by the Well” Autobiography P.117 

When we built the mud-walled house and began the church in Beom-net-gol, there were only three people to 
hear me preach. For me, however, I was not talking to just those three people. I thought to myself, “Though they 
cannot be seen, I am preaching to thousands, even tens of thousands.” I envisioned as I preached that all 
humanity was in attendance. These three people sat before me while I conveyed the words of the Principle in a 
loud, booming voice. 

There was a well in front of our house. Soon a rumor began to spread among those who came to take water from 
that well: A crazy man lived in the house with mud walls. They fetched their water and peered into this 
ramshackle mud house to see a man in wretched clothing speaking like he was shouting commands to the whole 
world. It is only natural that people began to whisper among themselves. I preached that heaven and earth 
would be turned upside down and Korea would unite the world. Rumors about me soon spread beyond those 
using the well to those at the bottom of the hill. Perhaps these rumors are what brought people coming out of 
curiosity to see the crazy man living next to the well. The rumors also became embellished to say that I was a 
handsome man with good stature, so middle-aged women began to climb the hill to see me as a way to pass the 
time. 

On the day I finished writing Wolli Wonbon ・・・・・・・・・

I handed her a cushion to sit on, and I sat down as well. The spring water made its trickling sound as it flowed 
beneath us.

“In the future, Korea will play its role at the pinnacle of the world,” I said. “People will regret that they could not 
be born as Koreans.” 

She clearly thought I was speaking nonsense. 

PART I VISION2020 Overview



Chapter 7 “Future of Korea, Future of the World” (Autobiography P.279) 

When a rock sits atop the highest mountain peak, once it begins to fall it will fall all the way to the 
deepest part of the valley. This describes the changing fortunes of Western civilization. It is common 
knowledge that the West achieved incredible development through the use of science, but now moral 
decay is sending it down to the depths of the valley floor. That valley floor is the East, which has been 
developing a spiritual culture for thousands of years. 

In particular, the Korean peninsula is the place where Eastern and Western cultures meet, as well as the 
place where continental and oceanic civilizations meet. The historian and philosopher Oswald Spengler 
put forth a cyclical theory of the rise and decline of civilizations that took a dim view of democracy and 
described it as the type of government that is leading Western civilization into decline. The Atlantic 
civilization that has prospered until now is clearly facing a new era, the era of a pan-Pacific civilization 
that is on the rise. Asia, with Korea poised to take a central role, is becoming the lead actor in a new 
world history. Two-thirds of the world’s population lives in Asia. All the world’s major religions began in 
Asia. It has long served as humanity’s spiritual root. 

It is inevitable that the Western and Eastern civilizations come together in harmony on the Korean 
peninsula. As the world rapidly changes, heavenly fortune is moving in Korea’s direction at an ever-in-
creasing speed. However, if the Korean peninsula is to properly perform its important role in leading the 
world to harmony and peace during an era of chaos, then it must prepare itself well. It must do away 
with a past marked with prejudice and selfishness and greet the new age with clear eyes and a new 
heart. (Autobiography P.285)

PART I VISION2020 Overview

The Accelerated Downfall of Western Civilization, and the Time when Spiritual 
(East), Materialistic (West), Continental, and Oceanic Civilizations Meet

Coming of the "Age of Pacific Rim" Through the Understanding 
of True Father's Autobiography



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Autobiography P.283

The force that raised Japan up to such a great position is now moving to the Korean peninsula. Human 
civilization is about to come to its fruition on the Korean peninsula. 

For Japan’s island civilization to link up with the continent, it must pass through a peninsula. Asia, of course, 
has other peninsulas, but only Korea possesses sufficient foundation to inherit contemporary civiliza- tion. 
The Korean peninsula is in a most exquisite geopolitical position. It faces Japan and the United States across 
the Pacific Ocean. It also is connected to the continents of Asia and Europe and shares common borders with 
China and Russia. This is the reason that Korea has been a focal point in the power struggles among the 
world’s great powers and has suffered a great deal as a result. 

During the Cold War, we fought for our very existence in a war against communism. Even now, the concerns 
and interests of the world’s great powers continue to involve the Korean peninsula, so Korea remains a 
divided country unable to be completely at peace. The time has come when the Korean peninsula, where 
the interests of the great powers collide, will take on an important role in preventing conflict between these 
countries. As a result it will be in a position to lead the rest of the world into prosperity and peace.

Heavenly fortune comes with tremendous responsibility. Now that the Korean peninsula has come into its 
heavenly fortune, it must play a role similar to a ball bearing, making sure that these countries not only do 
not collide with each other but instead cooperate closely for the sake of the prosperity and peace of the 
world. The functions of a ball bearing are to hold the axle of a machine in place while also allowing the axle 
to rotate freely. Korea needs to maintain smooth relationships with the great powers and thus become a ball 
bearing that allows peace to rotate freely throughout the world. (Autobiography P.283)

PART I VISION2020 Overview

At the dawn of Age of Pacific Rim, "Heavenly Fortune" will come to Korean Peninsula

Coming of the "Age of Pacific Rim" Through the Understanding 
of True Father's Autobiography



Autobiography P.303

The history has proven that a nation which controls the sea will become the center of the 
world. 

The United States and Russia, however, will not stand by and watch as our country rises to a 
leadership role in the world. It is possible that there could be a major conflict involving the 
United States, Japan, Russia, and China in the vicinity of Korea. We must prepare for this 
contingency in two ways. 

First, we must create a strong bond between Japan and the United States and link this to Russia 
and China so as to protect Korea. How can we do this? With a philosophy and a heart that 
create oneness. The only philosophy that can prevent wars be- tween religions and open a path 
to a peaceful world is one that proclaims that humanity is one, transcendent of race, 
nationality, and religion. To protect itself from the dangers of war, Korea must plant a 
philosophy of oneness in the world. 

The second thing we must do is prepare ourselves for the new oceanic era. The Pacific era is at 
hand. Anyone who cannot rule the ocean can- not become a leader in the Pacific age. If 
heavenly fortune comes and we are not prepared, we cannot take advantage of the 
opportunity. If we know that an oceanic era is about to begin and Korea wants to be the leader 
of that era, then Korea must make the necessary preparations. 

PART I VISION2020 Overview

“Korea Should Prepare for 2 Things.”

Coming of the "Age of Pacific Rim" Through the Understanding 
of True Father's Autobiography



Autobiography P.305

The oceanic era will not begin without human effort. We must first go out 

into the oceans. We must go out on boats and fight the waves. Without such 
courage we cannot prepare ourselves for the oceanic age. The country that 
conquers the oceans will become a dominant power in the world and find 
the world eager to study its culture and language. It must become the 
champion steward of the Pacific Ocean. It must understand the will of the 
Creator and manage His resources well.

The oceans can become a central point for bringing the world together. To 
take ownership over the oceans we must be trained to live on it with the 
same ease as we live on land.

PART I VISION2020 Overview

“The Oceanic Era Will Not Begin Without Human Effort”

Coming of the "Age of Pacific Rim" Through the Understanding 
of True Father's Autobiography



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



• Pre-950 - Beom Nek Gol Era (1950-1953) - Ya Mok Era (1955-1960) - Offering Ceremony 
of Cheon Soon Ho (6/26/1963) - North American Oncea Church Era (1971-1994) - Jardim
Era (1995-2000) - Hawaii Era (2000-2002) - Geo Mun Do Island and Yeosu Era (2002-2012) 

True Father has been preparing for the coming of the Era of Pacific Rim unceasingly 
throughout his life from the beginning of the Providence. 

"Historical view of the Era of Pacific Rim seen from God's Will - The Path of UN and the 
Free World centered on America" was the title of his message

• On March 17th, 2007 he made a declaration at Kona, Hawaii, due to the fact that he 
could not do so in Japan (Gathering 100 members each from Chongryon and Mindan, as 
well as total of 700 people from around the world). 

• After this, he made this same proclamation monthly until the year 2009. 

With True Mother and True Children, this proclamation was made in 195 nations 
worldwide. 

• This message was included in the NO.13 ('07/9) and NO.16 ('08/8) of the "Pyeong Hwa
Shin Gyeong (Peace Messages)"

• He states that "this is the conclusion of Rev. Moon's life." 

• He also states, "through understanding this message, you can come to understand Rev. 
Moon's life."

Year 2007 The Age of Pacific Rim, Declaration of the Beginning of 
the Age of God Civilization

PART I VISION2020 Overview

- Declaration 3 Years Prior to 2010, the 40-Year Deadline for America to Receive True Parents -



• The Era of Pacific Rim is not an extension of Western/Atlantic materialism civilization 
that was centered on England/America. 

• By giving birth to a new civilization that bases itself on God's Lineage that begins from 
the "Sea," the starting point of life, all Fallen continental civilizations can be reborn. 

• Rev. Moon says that in order to shape this "Era of Pacific Rim/God Civilization," he 
created boat companies. 

• He says that this declaration will continue on until Foundation Day.

“I knew the coming of this era. I created a boat business group and newspaper company. 

These will shape the world's path from now on. You all must become my representatives 

and inherit the foundations that I have built" 

-3/19/2007 True Father's words at King Garden, Kona, Hawaii; talking about 

"Proclamation of the Beginning of the Era of Pacific Rim"

PART I VISION2020 Overview

Year 2007 The Age of Pacific Rim, Declaration of the Beginning of 
the Age of God Civilization

- July 19th, 2008: On the morning of Helicopter incident, True Father declares that he 
will extend the deadline for America to receive True Parents for 3 years -



3/17/2007:  “Proclamation of Pacific Rim Era, Start of God Civilization”

At the beginning of the seventh year of Cheon Il Guk, I declared the beginning of a jubilee period in God's providence. God has greatly blessed us from 
that year. It is a time of jubilee the likes of which God and humankind have never experienced in thousands of years of history.

If you carefully examine the progress of history, you will undoubtedly discover God's plan and sense His presence as He tirelessly worked behind the 
scenes. Consider the history of civilization, which began centering on four of the world's great rivers. We are familiar with the Egyptian civilization that 
flourished along the Nile River, the Mesopotamian civilization between the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers, the Harappan civilization on the Indus River, and 
early Chinese civilization around the Yellow River. The center of civilization shifted over time to the shores of the Mediterranean Sea where the 
Mediterranean peninsular civilizations flourished in Greece and Rome. History continued to progress and the European continental civilization emerged. 
This continental civilization in turn gave birth to an island civilization, Great Britain, which flourished in the Atlantic sphere. The British Empire, which 
dominated the seven seas and wielded its might as "the empire on which the sun never sets," passed its splendid culture on to North America. We know 
these facts from history. Civilization on the North American continent raised the banner of democracy, which was rooted in Christianity. It bequeathed to 
the world the principles of freedom of religion and respect for equal human rights as it led the struggle against fascism and communism, which had 
established atheistic, evil sovereignties. Through the victories of the First and Second World Wars, and the third -- the Cold War -- it won victory over 
totalitarianism and communism. However, that victory does not simply mean that America is great; the development of human civilization did not stop 
there. Victory came because God had chosen and raised the United States of America as the Second Israel, in accordance with His providential plan, and 
had raised and trained the American people through Christianity. God worked through America to bring His providence to its present stage of fruition. 
Ladies and Gentlemen: The present time marks an important milestone in the development of civilization. Civilization has completed a circuit of the 
entire globe and has now arrived on the shores of the Pacific Ocean. History's course has come to the point under God's providence where it must be 
completed and concluded in the Pacific Rim region.

Our mission in this Era of Pacific Rim is to understand God‘s tearful heart when Jesus was sent to Israel, positioned in the top corner of Mediterranean 
Sea, with the hope of saving the entire humanity through dominating the four seas as Rome as its center, but ended with cruel crucifixion. And now He is 
planning to complete this through America. It is to live a life of True Love taught by Rev. Moon, who was sent by God as the True Parents of humanity, 
know the reality of spirit world, and to establish an ideal family. What is the meaning of True Love? It is to be the first to give, to serve and to care for 
others and to seek the greater good. If the whole world was filled with such true families, there won't be necessity for lawyers, prosecutors, or judges. It 
will become a world governed by heavenly ways and heavenly laws. 

Heavenly providence has passed through the American continent, bloomed the flower of island civilization on the island of Japan, and now, it is at a 
fateful moment when it will bear fruit on the Korean Peninsula, the homeland of our True Parents who have come as the Lord of Second Advent and a 
messiah. Everyone here might not know well, but I would like to reveal the incredible fact that Rev. Moon was the one who maneuvered behind the Six-
Party talks that are currently under way, and that he is the one who is presenting the solution. 
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Providential View of the Pacific Rim Era in Light of God’s Will
-The Path for UN and the Free World Centered on America (1/2)-

Beginning of the Era of Pacific Rim (Ocean)/God Civilization Centered on True Parents



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3/17/2007:  “Proclamation of Pacific Rim Era, Start of God Civilization”

In this desperate era, America must rally the island nations of the Pacific and protect the Pan-Pacific region. When stability and peace settles on 
the Pacific Rim region, humanity's peace will also be guaranteed. The surging waves of the endless tsunami of the surrounding powerful nations 
cannot be prevented. The time has come when all island nations in the Pacific region must come together. Moreover, all of us hold the 
responsibility to defend the Five Great Seas from increasing environmental destruction and war, and protect the realm of the seas that is 
humanity's life net and a life line. 

Through overcoming indescribable hardships and prosecution, I stood victorious, and in 2003, I proclaimed Jesus as the King of Kings to heaven 
and earth with endorsements from Christian, Jewish and Islamic community. At the same time in 2004, I was affirmed as Peace King in the 
National Assembly in both America and Korea. Then in June of 2006, I held a Coronation Ceremony of Cosmic Peace King. For the purpose of 
resolving these problems afflicting humankind, on September 12, 2005, I proclaimed throughout all of heaven and earth the establishment of the 
Universal Peace Federation (UPF), which will enable God's providence to flourish. Now, it is possible for UPF to serve as an Abel-type counterpart 
to the UN in the era after the coming of heaven. It will renew the Cain-type United Nations and lead the way for millions of ambassadors for peace 
throughout the world who have taken up the ideology of the Heavenly Father, that is, my teachings -- which consist of the principles of true love 
and the ideal of a true family -- to without fail, fulfill the heavenly will of creating one family under God.

Ladies and Gentlemen: Through the cross-cultural marriage blessings that transcend religious denomination and nationality, the Universal Peace 
Federation will be the vanguard that carries out the great revolution of restoring the original lineage of humanity, hearkening back to Adam 
before the Fall. Some may laugh and say that this is impossible. Yet, where there is a will there is a way, especially if it is God's will. The 
international and cross-cultural marriage blessings are conducted according to the teachings of Rev. Moon, who does God's work on His behalf. 
Please think about this: What do you think will happen if people from the United States and countries such as Russia marry across the boundaries 
of their nationalities through these marriage blessing ceremonies? The two nations will belong to one family under God, the eternal, absolute 
Lord of all creation. 

Please do not miss your chance to ride on the surging currents of heavenly fortune during this important and sacred jubilee. Take the lead in 
protecting and developing the realm of the oceans, which cover seventy-five percent of the earth. Where else will you find undiscovered treasure-
stores of natural resources that hold the promise of reviving the earth, which is endangered by all kinds of pollution and resource depletion?

Now the door to the Ocean Era that speaks for the Era of the Women has opened. In forming the realm of ocean culture, the ultra-nation and 
ultra-oceanic realm of the culture of women, I wish the Pacific Rim realm can fulfill its mission as a locomotive force. 
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Providential View of the Pacific Rim Era in Light of God’s Will
-The Path for UN and the Free World Centered on America (2/2)-

Beginning of the Era of Pacific Rim (Ocean)/God Civilization Centered on True Parents



During the Time Between "May 12th - August 12th, 2012" When Yeosu 
International Ocean Expo Was Held, Oceanic and Heavenly Fortune 

Gathered on the Korean Peninsula. 

Autobiography P. 309

Very soon after I began developing Yeosu, it was chosen as the venue for an international 
maritime exposition to be held in 2012. Together with the Olympic Games and the World 
Cup, international expositions are among the three largest festivals on a global scale. 
During the six months that Expo 2012 is held in Yeosu, 154 member countries of the 
International Exhibitions Bureau (BIE) will operate various exhibits. This will focus the 
world’s attention on Yeosu, and the technology and culture of developed countries will 
flow into Yeosu. Have you ever looked up at a summer sky and seen clouds blowing by at 
an amazing speed? Once clouds catch the wind, they move quickly over mountains and 
oceans. Now is not the time to be hesitating. In a way similar to those clouds, heavenly 
fortune will be blowing the world toward Yeosu and the Korean peninsula. 

I plan to connect all the islands along the southern coast with bridges and build 
condominiums where boat-loving people from around the world can come and stay. 
These will not be condominiums just for play. Americans, Germans, Japanese, Brazilians, 
and Africans will come. They may go out on different boats to catch fish, but I will have 
them stay in the same condominiums to show that humanity is one family. 
(Autobiography P. 309) 
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2009-2012 “Completion of Oceanic Realm 3-Year Course” that 
Concluded at Yeosu International Ocean EXPO 

True Father’s Words on Completion of Oceanic Realm 3-Year Course

2/3/2009, King Garden, Hawaii/ True Father's words when stopping by 
Hawaii on the way back to Korea from Las Vegas

"This time, by offering the 'Coronation Ceremony of God's Kingship/Liberation 
Ceremony/Golden Wedding' I have done everything that I must do. What is 
left is the 'Oceanic Realm.' We must complete the Oceanic Realm within 3 
years from now. If we fail and it is delayed even for one day, it will be delayed 
for 100 years. If it's delayed 10 days, it will then become 1000 years. What are 
you going to do? I will go back to Korea now and start Oceanic Realm 
providence."
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True Parents' Course from 2009-2012
• 60ft Cheon Jun Ho and plaster mold development

• Yeosu Ocean Seminar

• Launching Ceremony of "WonMo Sun" and 
establishment of "WonMo Peace and Love Foundation

• GeoMunDo Ocean Cheon Jeong Goon erected

• Yeosu International Ocean EXPO

Through the Yeosu EXPO, Pacific Rim Era 
"Oceanic heavenly fortune" arrives
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2/13/2009: "I have done everything that I must do. What is left is the 
'Oceanic Realm’...I will go back to Korea now and start Oceanic Realm 
providence." 

7/6/2012: After the report for Kaiyouheiwa Inc. Peace Annual Shareholder’s 
Meeting was given “All is accomplished”
8/13/2012: The day after Yeosu EXPO concluded, "I have returned the 
completion of the final perfection of the Father. Tribal messiahs have established 
a name that can represent the nation. I have accomplished all these tasks. I have 
accomplished everything."

True Father’s Holy Ascension
9/3/2012 

Path of Hobby World Marine

• Investment recruitment for 
Kaiyouheiwa Inc. 

• Establishment of boat factory 
in Asuncion

PART I VISION2020 Overview

2009-2012 “Completion of Oceanic Realm 3-Year Course” that 
Concluded at Yeosu International Ocean EXPO Overview



60ft Cheong Jun Ho and plaster mold development
In February of 2009, as soon as True Parents got back to Korea from Hawaii, he started the plaster mold development in earnest. At the 
same time, he began building the "60-ft boat (Cheon Jung Ho)" which signifies the completion of a boat made for the age of "200 
Nautical Miles". It was his with for 50 years since the launching of Cheon Soon Ho. The boat was completed on February 3, 2011 
(Heavenly Calendar January 1). Then, on February 17th, "Resin Type Plaster Mold World Briefing/Cheon Jung Ho Launching Ceremony" 
was held at Yeosu Yacht Harbor, gathering 7000 people. 

Yeosu Ocean Seminar 
Then, the 40-Day Ocean Seminar that targeted 7000 Japanese women (who married into and lived in Korea through Blessing) was 
completed by June 1, 2010. On that foundation, Yeosu Seminar that targets women from both Korea and Japan had began (completed 
in 2012). 

Launching of "WonMo Sun," establishment of "WonMo Peace and Love Foundation," and building of "GeoMunDo Ocean 
Cheong Jung Goon“
Later, launching ceremony for the 24ft boat was held in Las Vegas on May 22, 2011, and on August 18, a launching ceremony for the 
"WonMo Sun," unsinkable 24-ft boat equipped with Helium gas was held. Following that, "WonMo Peace and Love Foundation" was 
established, and finally on September 12, an dedication ceremony for the GeoMunDo Ocean Cheong Jung Goon was held. This "Ocean 
Cheong Jung Goon" was set as the headquarters for WonMo Peace and Love Foundation, and within the 10 months period until July 
26th, 2012, True Father had surprisingly visited GeoMunDo some 25 times. During this time, he continuously made improvements to 
the 60-ft Cheong Jun Ho towards his ideal form, built four 48-ft Cheong Jun Ho, and gave an instruction to build a mass producing 
factory in Dandong (China), a gateway to the Korea-China region. 

Yeosu International Ocean EXPO
On the other hand, on May 12, 2012, by True Father's initiative, "Yeosu International Ocean EXPO" was finally held. It signified the 
coming of the true Pacific Rim Era (until 8/12). 

With the opening of Yeosu International Ocean EXPO, Pacific Rim Era has come
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2009-2012 “Completion of Oceanic Realm 3-Year Course” that 
concluded at Yeosu International Ocean EXPO Main Contents



2009-2012 “Completion of Oceanic Realm 3-Year Course” that 
concluded at Yeosu International Ocean EXPO

Building of Cheong Jun Ho and its Dedication Ceremony - 2/17/2011

Cheong Jun Ho adopts the jet propulsion 
unit
You can tell from the photo that there 
are no screw or drive device 

Series Name: ST60
Length 60ｆｔ （Approx. 19.70ｍ）
Width 15ｆｔ （Approx. 4.58ｍ）
Volvo 900ｐｓ Mark 2 Engine 
Max speed Approx.42knots（78km/h）

On February 17, 2011, launching ceremony for Cheong Jun Ho (60-ft) that signified the completion of True
Father's path of boat building, and a Plaster Mold World Briefing, which was one of his life goals, were both held
in Yeosu, Korea. He states that this day's event was more important than the event on "God's Day." He also says,
"if this was not completed by Heavenly Calendar Jan. 1 (2/3), North Korea will launch their 3rd attack."
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2009-2012 “Completion of Oceanic Realm 3-Year Course” that 
concluded at Yeosu International Ocean EXPO 

Launching Ceremony of Unsinkable WonMo Sun (24-ft) - 8/18/2011

8/18/2011: Las Vegas (first launching ceremony was held on 5/25)

• True Father proclaims the compete salvation for the starvation problem through the 
creation of Pacific Rim Ocean Hobby Industry Era. 

• "WonMo" is True Father's boat brand name. The "WonMo Peace and Love Foundation" will 
issue the "highest prize give in the Age of Heaven" in the place of Nobel Prize. 24-ft will 
become a most popular size in the market (He instructs the completion of the cabin boat).
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GeoMunDo Ocean Cheong Jung Goon Dedication Ceremony - 9/12/2011

Center of Ocean Culture/Civilization 
Model Base (model for an ideal society 
that he had pursued through Yamok, 
Ocean Church, and Jardim). True Father 
had invested 2/3 of his life (50 years). 

"Tribal messiahs have established a name 
that can represent the nation. I have 
accomplished all these tasks. I have 
accomplished everything.“

On 10/14, 40 days after the Holy 
Ascension of True Father, True Mother 
visits this place as her first place to visit. 
She gives instruction to witness to the 
whole island (population: approx. 5000; 
mostly fishermen), making sleepless 
efforts. 

2009-2012 “Completion of Oceanic Realm 3-Year Course” that 
concluded at Yeosu International Ocean EXPO
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2009-2012 “Completion of Oceanic Realm 3-Year Course” that 
concluded at Yeosu International Ocean EXPO

Our Concurrent "Ocean Providence 10-Year Course until 2012"

"3-Year Course until 2012" concurrent to "10-Year Course until 2012“

• October 2002: True Father calls President Sato (at the time, TWM) from Hawaii, and tells him he has started a 10-year 
course. 

True Father asked the meaning of the Bible verse, "whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven" (Matthew 
18:18). Then, he said, "it means that when you accomplish all the things I ordered you, Kingdom of Heaven on earth 
will be created, and then the Kingdom of Heaven in heaven will also be realized." He went on to say, "You haven't 
done it yet (to the 10-year course from 1993-2002). I will give you another 10 years so definitely make the largest 
boat company in the world. You must accomplish this." "He said, "if you do not do this, we cannot meet in the spirit 
world."

At that time, he also said, "even I myself cannot go to the spirit world without building the kingdom of heaven on this 
earth. I will also start a 10-year course until 2012. Let us meet at the Joon Won Cheong Ji (Korea-China region) after 
fulfilling our responsibilities." 

• October 2002: After the opening of "World Fishing Tournament," preparation to establish "Yeosu Ocean Hobby Industry 
Model City" began. - True Father's 10-Year Course starts

At this time, President Koh was selected as World Ocean Providence Special Advisor. Yeosu was certified as 
recreational economic zone in November 2003. 300ha of land in Yeosu was purchased. 

• 8/7/2004: Mission change issued for the globalization of Ocean Hobby Industry Providence (at East Garden) - "I will no 
longer put any bosses over Sato. Leap and soar, do as much as you want."

• Specifically on August 21, North and South American leaders were changed (at Han Nam Dong - as mentioned earlier) -
Then, at a coordination meeting in Alaska, True Father gives a "special instruction" for D-Day. "If you are done with 
South America, go on to 14 Pacific Rim nations, then to Africa, and let us finally meet in the Joon Won Cheong Ji (Korea-
China region)!"
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Path of “Hobby World Marine” that Ran Concurrent to 
“3-Year Course” Until 2012

July 2005 Begin investor recruitment in Japan as Kaiyouheiwa, Inc. 

Feb 2008 – Present 23ha of land near Asuncion (Paraguay) was purchased

Dec 2010
Paraguay Minister of Environment gives permission to our boat factory 
master plan (SEAM). 

Aug 2011 Began boat technician training program in North Carolina, USA

June 2012
Proclamation of the Start of Boat Sales was given at the Shareholder's 
Meeting.

Jul 2012 First boat was completed at Paraguay boat factory

Oct 2012 – Present Manufacturing facilities at the boat factory, start of boat production

Main Path Before the Foundation Day*

*The main activities before and after the Foundation Day is summarized in the later slide, 
"Providence for the Start of 3-Year Course"
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Path of “Hobby World Marine” that Ran Concurrent to “3-Year 
Course” Until 2012

- Report Given to True Father for the First Time

Report was given to True Father via 
President Koh

• 1/18/2012: At GeoMunDo Island, President Koh
reported in detail about our South American 
project (it was a report prepared for April, 
2011). As True Father listened to the report, he 
said, "Go and try your best, Sato." (According to 
President Oyamada who was present)

• True Father said, "Tokyo Boat Show is the 
beginning." At that time he instructed Sato to 
create a proposal for the WonMo Sun logo. 

• True Father soon went to Las Vegas after that. 
He listened to the same report on the first day 
and the third day there at Hoon Dok Hae. He 
asked President Eu, "what are the things we 
must do until D-Day?" And President Eu
answered: "it is boat business." There, he 
testified that he "is the one that gave 
permission for Kaiyouheiwa Inc.'s project in 
Japan." 
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Path of “Hobby World Marine” that Ran Concurrent to “3-Year 
Course” Until 2012
March 2012 Boat Show

PART I VISION2020 Overview

3/1/2012: True Father sends a message: "display not only Good Go boats, but with Cheong Jung Ho, plaster mold, and the 
unsinkable Helium gas system at the Yokohama Boat Show." We put up a photo display inside the boat cabin.



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Path of “Hobby World Marine” that Ran Concurrent to “3-Year Course” Until 2012 
True Father's Instructions for 6/30 Shareholder's Meeting

He sends an instruction via President Koh: 
"make 12 boat sales locations in Japan."

The boat factory size that True Father hopes for is one that has the 
capacity to produce 120 boats per month. This instruction points 
to a boat factory initially producing 12 per month, and in three 
years, be able to produce and sell 120 monthly. 
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6/30/2012 President Koh is Greatly Amazed at Kaiyouheiwa
Shareholder's Meeting 

(Until then, True Father had hinted at the possibility and necessity of a Flood Judgment)

At the Shareholder's Meeting Part II Lecture, President Koh was shocked to find out our 
announcement of "Disaster Relief Ship/Large-Scale Tourist Boat Project" for the 
reconstruction efforts after the East Japan Earthquake. 

That was because True Father had recently told President Koh, "build a large ship the size 
of Hawaii Island. There might be a Flood Judgment like the one at Noah's time. We must 
protect the Blessed Families."
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Path of Hobby World Marine Until 2012
Report of 2012 Shareholder’s Meeting Given to True Father

7/5: We gave President Koh
the report for the 
Kaiyouheiwa Shareholder's 
Meeting (6/30) at a hotel in 
Yeosu. 

7/6/2012: President Koh is reporting to True 
Father about Kaiyouheiwa 2012 
Shareholder's Meeting/Boat Sales 
Determination Ceremony atop a boat on Lake 
Mead. 

After hearing this report, True Father states: 
"All is accomplished" "All is done“

He said: "How can I sleep on such a joyous 
time. Let us share this joy with God." He goes 
onto do a 3-day all night fishing. Then, he 
said: "I can now relax and close my eyes to go 
to the spirit world." 

278 boats until D-DAY!

Report of 2012 Shareholder’s Meeting
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7/23/2012 Morning: He Hints at the Fact that There Need Not 
Be a Flood Judgment for the Establishment of Kingdom of 

Heaven on Earth and in Heaven

• 7/6-14: After hearing the report for the Kaiyouheiwa Shareholder's Meeting 
on Lake Mead in Las Vegas, he says, "All is accomplished," "All is done," and 
"I can now relax and close my eyes to go to spirit world." Then, he returns to 
Korea on 7/15. 

• OSDP education/July 16th Women's Abel UN establishment

• 7/22: After 13 hours of Hoon Dok Hae, "Special Ceremony"

• 7/23 Morning: True Father says, "Today is the 50th day of my condition. 
Today is the day that Noah landed on the new heaven and new earth."

• 7/24,25,26: Final check for Cheong Jung Ho at GeoMunDo Island

• 5/12-8/12: Yeosu International Ocean EXPO

• 8/13: Last Prayer – “I have accomplished everything.” 
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True Father’s Last Prayer before His Holy Ascension
8/13/2012 (Heavenly Calendar 6/26)
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Korea Will Stand at the Top of the World “To the Third Rome”

As the Pacific Rim Era dawns, Korea will become the “Third Rome” that will 
stand at the pinnacle of the world

• 8/12/2012: Through “Yeosu Ocean EXPO,” the “Pacific Rim Era” finally dawns

• Through "Yeosu Ocean EXPO," "advanced marine technology" of the world gathered 
in Korea.

• Through "Yeosu Ocean EXPO," global oceanic "fortune" and "heavenly fortune" 
comes to Korea.

• Beginning of true ocean culture and civilization based on Unification Thought 
(Godism, True Parentism)

• Ocean is the largest treasure trove of the earth. It also is the key to solving humanity's 
hunger problems ⇒ At the same time, it will be a new age where the concept, "one 
who conquers the seas will conquer the world," will be proven once again. 

• Pacific Rim Era is a new era when the reborn (as true oceanic nations) "Korea, Japan" 
will conquer the world, specifically when Korea becomes the 3rd Rome. 
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In the “3-Year Course”
Aiming for the Restoration of “Paraguay” and “Japan”

• Korea and Paraguay is on the opposite sides of the Earth's axis in the realm 
of Unified Civilization

(The 3 elements that form a center of civilization: harmony of 4 seasons - a 
place where ocean and continent are overlapped - a place where the best 
food can be produced - optimal environment for human life; as referenced) 
Even if America does not receive True Parents, Cheon Il Guk can be 
established through Korea and South America. 

• Japan is the entrance to Korea for the Pacific Rim Era

The order is: Paraguay restoration, Japan restoration, then Korea restoration

• Through the completion of GeoMunDo Island Ocean Hobby Industry Model 
Base and Yeosu Ocean Hobby Industry Model City, the rebirth and 
unification of Korean Peninsula can be completed.

• In the 7-Year Course, Kingdom of Heaven on earth and in heaven can be 
completed through the restoration of 43 nations. 
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VISION２０２０ ⇒ Battle to establish Kingdom of Heaven on earth by 2020

Restoration of 43 Nations by 2020, Unification of Korean Peninsula
True Father’s Life-Long Battle to “Establish the Model for Heavenly Ideal”

True Father’s Prayer on 8/13 before his Holy Ascension

“Tribal messiahs have established a name that can represent the nation. I 
have accomplished all these tasks. I have accomplished everything.”

True Father's life-long battle to "establish the model for heavenly ideal“ 

Yamok (1955-1960)  Ocean Church (10/1/1980-)  Jardim Proclamation 
(4/1/1995-)  GeoMunDo Island Ocean Hobby Industry Model Base, Yeosu 
Ocean Hobby Industry Model City (Oct 2002-) (reference: "Proclamation of 
the Coming of Ocean Hobby Industry Era")

2/22/2013 Foundation Day (D-Day): Beginning of Age of Heaven

We require clear strategy
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Path of Hobby World Marine until 2012
Yeosu Ocean EXPO Survey 7/5-8/12

After True Father was released from Hoon Nam prison 
on 7/5/1953, he opened BomNekGol church. Around 

the time when he completed the original Divine 
Principle, he was shouting from this place in Busan, 

"Come quickly, Pacific Rim Era! (Autobiography)"

7/6/2012: Kaiyouheiwa Yeosu Tour visits 
GeoMunDo Cheon Jung Goon. We hear 
from the guide, "True Father has said that 
this place can solve problems both 
spiritual and physical."

Soho Ocean Resort Tower Hotel 
(inaugurated 2/27/2012; 17-
storey) 

Yeosu Ocean EXPO Survey

Master Marine 
Korea, boat factory
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The New Acuamundo (HWM Paraguay) Logo
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VISION2020 Restoration of 43 Nations and the unification of Korean Peninsula

2/13/2009: "I did everything I must do. Only thing that remains is the "oceanic realm....I will 
also go back to Korea and start a providence for the oceanic realm."

8/13/2012: Day after Yeosu EXPO concluded, “All is 
accomplished” 
9/3/2012: True Father’s Holy Ascension 

2/22/2013: Foundation Day; Age of Heaven comes

Ocean Hobby Industry Providence 3-Year Course until 2016

3-Year Course

Pacific Rim Era comes through Yeosu EXPO

２０２０

２０１９

２０１８

２０１７

２０１６

２０１５

２０１４

２０１３

２０１２

２０１０

２００９

7-Year Course

Establishment 
of Kingdom of 
Heave on earth

VISION2020

3-Year Course

Ocean Hobby Industry 
Providence until 2/22/2016

7/17-22/2012 

At Hoon Dok Hae, he says, 

“Kingdom of Heaven on earth 

will be established in 3 to 5 

years, at most in 7 years.”
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3-Year Course of Ocean Hobby Industry Providence Until 2016
Directions for the 3-Year Course (1/2)

True Father's Instructions for "Kaiyouheiwa" (us) before his Holy 

Ascension

Instructions given on 6/30-7/6 of 2012

“Bring in 278 boats into Japan until the D-Day (Foundation Day). At least 70 boats 

must be brought in.”

“Make 12 sales locations (with test drive boats)”

“Build 24-ft cabin boats and sell them”

True Father's policies and instructions confirmed through 7/6/2012 

report (through President Koh)

Sell 120 boats monthly by 3/31/2016

Each shareholder to create a boat club with 120 membership (240,000 total 

membership)

Create a Ocean Hobby Industry Providence Fund System

PART I VISION2020 Overview



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



• Goal in Japan
– Every shareholder to acquire boat driver's license within 3 years and become a boat salesperson. 

– Policies for 12 boat sales locations

• Each location shall develop into a Ocean Hobby Industry Mode Base

• Each sales location will have 12 test drive boats, or charter boats. 

• Each boat sales location will sell 1 boat per month from March 2014, and by March 2016, challenge 
selling 10 boats per month. 

- 120-membership boat clubs with total membership 240,000

- Accomplish $4 million Ocean Hobby Industry Providence Fund (auto-debit system) by 2016 (Fund recruitment 
began 11/1/2013)

– Establish an International Ocean Tourism/Resort city in Miyagi Prefecture (by 2020, create an Era of East Japan 
Coast, and form bridge to the nation and all of Asia)

• Goal in Paraguay
– Recruit 200 workers by 2016, and send to Asuncion. 70 by June 2014. 

– Establish Ocean Hobby Industry Model Base in Asuncion by 2016. Scale of 1500 to 2000 people. 

– Build a foundation for a "city of water" that exceeds Venice in Nabileque. 

• Expand to global level. In 3 years, build boat factories in 6 continents. 

PART I VISION2020 Overview

3-Year Course of Ocean Hobby Industry Providence Until 2016
Directions for the 3-Year Course (2/2)



3-Year Course of Ocean Hobby Industry Providence Until 2016 
Providence to Prepare for the Start of 3-Year Course (Creating the Axis for Rotation)

Hobby World Marine Group activities in anticipation for Foundation Day (D-Day)

12/25/2012 WonMo Sun logo was decided by True Mother

12/26/2012 Completion of first boat fund: "Investment for Paraguay boat factory establishment"

2/11/2013

"1st Anniversary of the Establishment of Ocean Flower East Japan Revival 
Association (Proclamation of the creation of the Era of East Coast)" and "Completion 
of 8000 Stock Offering, Celebration of 70-boat sales contracts and 278-boat 
contracts, Determination Ceremony for the Establishment of 12 Sales Locations" 
(Sendai Silver Center)

2/22/2013
Boat manufacturing at Asuncion boat factory in higher gear, and offering of 
Foundation Day Ceremony at Nabileque Original Primary Victorious Holy Ground.

3/7-10/2013
Exhibited "Cheon Jung 3Ho and TE280" at International Japan Boat Show. 
Preparation started for boat sales towards general market. 

4/6/2013
8th anniversary of the establishment of Kaiyouheiwa and "Determination Ceremony 
for the 3-Year Course for the Victory of VISION2020" was held at headquarter office. 

4/24/2013 Launching ceremony for Ishimaki boat factory boat production

PART I VISION2020 Overview



Meaning and Goal of 278 Boat Deployment

• “Boat deployment” was True Father’s long-time wish for 20 years (since 
1990)

• In order for the Japanese Blessed Families to become the protagonists of 
Ocean Hobby Industry

• Axis of rotation for Japanese culture and civilization

• Goal for boat sales in Japan (120 boats monthly = 1440 boats annually)

• Foundation for the realization of the largest company in Japan and the world

• 70 boat sales contracts until D-Day, 278 boats until the 1st anniversary of 
True Father’s Holy Ascension 

• Deploy 70 boats until D-Day 2nd year anniversary (Feb 2015). For that, 
complete collection of payment for 70 boats until June 2014. Aim to deploy 
all 278 boats until the end of 2015. 
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Ocean Hobby Industry Providence 3-Year Course until 2016
12/25/2012 True Mother decides the WonMo Sun logo

12/25/2012 WonMo Sun logo decided
WonMo Sun logo. True Mother makes the 
final selection and signs. 

Hobby World Marine logo final decision: 
12/25/2012

It uses the WonMo Sun logo.

PART I VISION2020 Overview



PART Ⅱ
Rev. Moon's Life 93 Years as the 
Founder of True Ocean Culture 

and Civilization

Why did he invest 2/3 of his life 
into Ocean?
What is the boat that he created 
after 50 years of investment? 
Historical founder of Ocean 
culture and civilization



PART 2 Rev. Moon, Founder of True Ocean (God) Culture 
and Civilization

• Rev. Moon as the King of Ocean Fishing

He mastered the way of fishing. He invested 2/3 of his life into ocean. 

• Rev. Moon, the King of Ocean (Boat Building)

FRP as material prepared for the time of Second Advent

Creation of world’s largest FRP fishing boat

Built unsinkable boats ranging from 16ft-60ft for the “Age of 200 Nautical Miles Daily Lifestyle”

Leads American boat industry; development of plaster mold 

• Rev. Moon, Founder of True Ocean Culture/Civilization

Founder of the true ocean culture and civilization (Ocean Hobby Industry Providence) first since 
the dawn of history

He pioneered the victorious realm of the providence as Ocean Hobby Life at its basis. The essence 
of ocean spirit is true love. Ocean Hobby Industry Model Base centered on Ocean Church. Created 
model for an ideal society ("Tribal Messiahs have established a name that can represent the 
nation")

PART II  Rev. Moon's Life as the Founder of True Ocean Culture and Civilization



Rev. Moon, King of Ocean (Fishing)

• He was a genius at fishing from childhood. He caught the master of the pond. Also caught eels with his 
mouth. 

• True fisherman (champion). He spends 2/3 of his life (40 years) fishing. 

• He became the legendary champion of Jumbo tuna fishing. Ocean Challenge continued for 13 years using 
150 One Hope boats.

• Developed fishing in Alaska. Pioneered a spot that was said to have monsters appear. King, Silver, and Red 
Salmon. Halibut. He invited many leaders including Korean professors, and held many tournaments. 

• Testimony from Danbury Prison. He continued to talk about fishing for 400 days. People rumor him to be a 
"reincarnation of fish."

• In South America, he was also a champion at Dorado, Paku, Boga, and Pintado fishing

• Champion at Corbine Negra fishing in Punta Del Este

• Around New York region, he was a champion at Striped Bass, Fluke, Sea Bass, Black and Blue Fish fishing. 

• At Florida and Hawaii, champion at Blue Marlin fishing

• At Jeju Island, champion at fishing Yellowtail, Spanish Mackerel and others

• Champion in Las Vegas

• Built various victorious realm as these activities on ocean as the foundation

Establishment of Chil Pal Jeol, battle for the natural surrender of Satan. Ceremony of Returning the Ocean 
after 21-day fishing in the year 2000

Victory of Number 10 (opening the Age of Heaven) was proclaimed after 85 days of investment into Ocean 
at Yeosu, Korea. 

Fishing at Bering Sea, Krill processing troller ship (Ocean Peace) in the Antarctic Ocean (Top Ocean)

PARTⅡ 真の海洋文化文明の創始者としての文鮮明先生の93年間の御生涯



Why does Rev. Moon Go Out to Sea?

Rev. Moon has said: “I am investing 2/3 of my life into ocean.”

▪ Human beings are the total representation of this created world  It is 
natural for a human being to live 2/3 of his/her life relating to water

▪ True Father’s actions right after coming out of Danbury prison. First he 
went out to the sea. 

▪ At every providential place he visited, members had to wait for him 
with a preparation to go out fishing. 

▪ He even went out to fishing in a storm. “He battled over life and 
death.”

Why invest so much?

▪ It was not for a mere hobby or just a devotion/condition.

There must be a clear purpose there that he, as True Parents, must 
fulfill through the Ocean Providence. 
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Why Do You Go Out to Ocean That Much?

“It is in order to meet God.”
While he was giving instructions for the “3-Year Ocean Training” to the UTS 

graduates

“In order to lead the nation”

“Ocean is a place where you can observe God’s most incredible wonders 
of His creation.” 

“If you go to the spirit world without experiencing life on the ocean, you 
will have a devastating disadvantage.”

“Life on the ocean will make a human brain 10 times better than life on 
land.” 

(from “Pacific Rim Providence”)
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Beginning of Ocean Providence
1963: “Dedication of Cheon Seung Ho” and Establishment of “Day of All Things”

Ocean Providence began through the 
establishment of “Day of All Things” 
(7/26/1963)

Meaning of the setting of “Day of All 
Things”

• It is the day that the battle to restore 
humanity’s dominion over creation began 

• The “124 Couples Blessing” and “Dedication 
of Cheon Seung Ho” were the condition for 
this

• Transformation of God's ownership towards 
the created world 

The meaning of the Dedication of Cheon
Seung Ho (6/26/1963)

• It was not a symbolic offering

• It was in order to have dominion over the 
seas of the world (Pacific Rim Providence)

• Already he was going out to sea with 
members.
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Rev. and Mrs. Moon while building 
Cheon Seung Ho



Dedication of Cheon Seung Ho

6/36/1963: Dedication of Cheon Seung Ho

Rev. Moon leading fishing in the early Korea era

Major Unification 
leaders centered on 
Rev. and Mrs. Moon in 
front of Cheon Seung
Ho
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Launching Ceremony of Cheon Seung Ho

[Excerpt from his Autobiography regarding Launching Ceremony of Cheon
Seung Ho P.152] 
In his Autobiography  Chapter 4, following passages can be seen:

”As a result, in 1963 we were able to start another business on a somewhat larger scale. This involved building a fishing boat. 
The boat was launched at a pier in the Manseok Dong section of Incheon and christened Cheon Seung Ho, meaning Victory of 
Heaven. Some two hundred people attended the ceremony where this fishing boat was sent out onto the ocean.” 

Water is the source of life. We were all born from our mothers’ wombs. Inside those wombs is water, so we were born from 
water. I launched the boat with the belief that, in a similar way to how we receive life from water, we need to go out onto the 
ocean and pass through a series of trials there in order to become capable of surviving the trials we will face on land. 

Human being should right away live the life of ocean after being born from his/her mother's womb. "Through first going 
through the life and training at sea before living on land, you can say that you are living a life that God had intended at the 
time of creation." We can observe that True Father already had established this ideology from back then. 

"I sensed, however, that the world was about to enter an oceanic era. The launching of Cheon Seung Ho was a small, but 
precious, first step in opening that era. I was already picturing in my mind the vast ocean with boats larger and faster than
Cheon Seung Ho."

At this point, True Father had already expected the coming of the "Oceanic Era" and imagined it in his head. At the same 
time, we can see that he already was thinking of building the boat that is fit for the age of 200 Nautical Miles (an age where 
ocean region up to 370km offshore becomes a daily life realm). This "Cheon Seung Ho Launching Ceremony" was the "dawn 
of the 21st century ocean era" in true sense. 
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Protagonists for Continental Civilization and 
Oceanic Civilization

• The protagonist for "continental (fallen) civilization era" 
was the automobile (among 10 major businesses of the 
world, 9 of them is automobile/oil-related).

• The protagonist for the "Ocean (God) 
civilization era" is "boat" (plaining hull, hobby 
life boat).

• For that, prepare boat factory in North and South 
Americas, and Korea (Japan)-(three polar points of 
Pacific Rim)
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Reference: Shokosha publications, "2007 I 
See the World Map Book"

“If I stopped making boats, Cheon Il Guk would have not been made”

3/16/2004 East Garden, New York, Hoon Dok Hae

“From now on, an age where people who now own a car will own a 

boat. Time will come when we make and sell 10 boats per day, so 

prepare for that.”

8/16/2004 East Garden, New York, USA



The Purpose of Ocean Providence
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What is the purpose of Ocean Providence?

• It is for the restoration of humanity’s dominion over creation

• Along that line, we solve humanity's food problem. 
The realities of hunger and food crisis 

▪ 60,000 people die each day, 20,000,000 people die every year

▪ 2/3 have constant lack of food, calorie deficit (US World Watch Institute)

Humanity's efforts to tackle this problem

▪ UN food program

▪ Food Summit was opened (in 1976 and 1996 at Rome)

▪ Prospects for food problem solution is still unfound due to explosive increase in world population, 
and methods to increase food production cannot be assessed due to environmental destruction 
and other various possible problems. If continued like this, war over food will occur. 

▪ Providing surplus food is just a temporary effect, and fundamental solution still not found. 

▪ The world famous saying that holds the key to solving the world hunger: "give a man a fish and 
you feed him for a day; teach a man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime (the gratefulness one 
feels towards a person that gave him a fish will not last, but the gratefulness one feels towards a 
person that taught him how to catch it will last forever)." 

No clear understanding of the cause  The human hunger problem has never once been 
resolved completely in the history of humankind



Food Problem: Cause, Result, and Solution

Cause
▪ Due to the ancestral fall, man lost his dominion over 

creation (Genesis 3.17-19). From then on, from the 
beginning of human history, we've had the food 
problem. 

Result
▪ The food problem arises: Human beings are dominated 

by the creation. Stagnation in scientific development.

▪ Slave labor, caste (class) system, North and South 
problems, money worship, ultimate materialism and 
other phenomenon emerge.

Solution
▪ This can only be solved by True Parents and the siblings 

of True Parents

▪ Formulation of Ocean Providence, Ocean Hobby 
Industry Providence

▪ In the ocean, fish that can feed 40 billion people can 
exist. Formulation of "environmental protection of the 
sea," "fish farming business," and "marine farm"

▪ Seafood should comprise 2/3 of what a person eats. 
According to WHO (World Heath Organization), 
Japanese people have the longest average life 
expectancy, and this was reported to be due to eating 
seafood proteins.
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“Every year, 20 million people die of starvation. That is 
60,000 people a day. Is the President of the United 
States going to take responsibility for that? Will Gor-
bachev of the Soviet Union take respon- sibility? Who 
will take responsibility for this? Who in the world is 
going to do that? The True Parents and the siblings of 
the True Parents have to take respon- sibility for it. For 
this reason, all our work with the sea is something I have 
been planning and preparing for, over the last twenty 
years.”

From: “Pacific Rim Providence” Chapter 1 – The 21st

Century is the Oceanic Era”



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Path from 2009-2012 that Concluded at Yeosu EXPO
Message at WonMo Sun Launching Ceremony

8/18/2011: Rev. Moon's message at WonMo Sun Dedication and Launching Ceremony in Las Vegas

I would like to thank Heavenly Father for enabling us to have this Launching Ceremony today in order for Yeosu in Korea which 
expects the 2012 International Ocean EXPO, and this Colorado River basin centering on Hoover Dam to both grow to become 
a hub for the east and west ocean leisure industry.

Respected guests, today in this world, almost 1billion people are suffering from hunger. On average, 1 person per 6 seconds or 
20 million people a year are starving to death. Specifically, many children lose their lives due to malnutrition. The United Nations 
have declared that they will halve the number of starving people by the year 2015. However, due to earth's global warming, 
grain production has gone down, and many experts are expecting for the starving population to double by the year 2020. 

Where is the alternative plan that can solve this serious starvation problem? I think that the realm of the ocean that occupies 
75% of this earth's surface is the treasure trove of resources that can solve humanity's starvation. Ocean is the treasure trove of 
new raw materials that can promise us a bright future by recovering our planet's endurance that we're about to lose due to 
pollution and resource depletion. 

In order to free the starving people, I have been investing into marine businesses for over 50 years starting in the 1960's. I 
also continued to develop boat industry, fishing techniques, and ocean technologies. I built the Good Go boat in the 1980's, 
and established over 30 ocean industry bases in various US locations such as Kodiak, Alaska, and Gulf of Mexico. In the 1990's 
centered on Brazil and Uruguay, I invested in South American ocean businesses. I have in this way, made global marine 
network that spans 52 countries. On this foundation, in the 2000's I have worked to develop Yeosu, the southern coast of 
Korea, and Hawaii, positioned in the center of the Pacific, to both become the hub of ocean industries in the Pacific Rim Era. 

We especially welcome you today, respected guests, and would like to introduce to you the plaster mold technology that I 
have designed. And here we are, at the launching ceremony of this "WonMo Sun" that was made with the more advanced 
and developed application of this new process. Starting with "Cheon Jun Ho," "Master Marine" boat building has opened new 
horizons for the shipbuilding on a global scale. It not only will bring improvements to the marine transportation in Korea and 
Asian regions, but also will contribute greatly in improving the quality of life. 
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The First 20 Years of Ocean Providence in North America
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Era of Creating the Foundation for Ocean Providence ：

8/1/1974-8/1/1994
• This time period became the preparation era for the coming 

of the Ocean Hobby Industry Era (1994-)

• Pledge to God
– 8/1/1974: He went out on "New Hope" boat to Boston Harbor and 

declared to "pledge to establish Ocean Providence foundations 
throughout North America in the next 20 years." 

• Rev. Moon's fishing pioneer at Boston (1974-1980)
– 7 years of Jumbo Tuna fishing

– Established a new fishing method

– Becomes the champion of Jumbo Tuna fishing

– Established the core ideology of traditional spirit of Unification Church 
(go the way of death while living)



Jumbo Tuna Fishing at Boston Harbor
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On the newly bought New Hope boat (48ft), he fishes for Jumbo Tuna using the traditional 
method of using rod and reel (Boston Harbor)



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Jumbo Tuna Fishing at Boston Harbor
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He devised a method called "hand line" as a new tuna fishing technique. This method was later 
inherited by many tuna fishermen. (atop New Hope boat)



Jumbo Tuna Fishing at Boston Harbor
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Rev. Moon's first Blue fin Tuna
(approx. 500kg, at Gloucester Marina)
Until he officially started the Ocean Challenge 
program, he pioneered the Jumbo Tuna fishing 
for 7 years. 

Eventually became the champion of Jumbo 
Tuna fishing in North America, using the 
method that he devised. (Gloucester)

This meant that he mastered the Jumbo Tuna 
fishing, which countless professional fishermen 
could not reach. 

Not only that, his method opened a path for 
beginners to safely succeed in Jumbo Tuna 
fishing, a most dangerous and difficult fishing. 

（ Gloucester, Massachusetts, USA）



Establishment of the Spirit to Love (Forgive) even the Enemy
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Rev. Moon hooks on the Blue Marlin (atop a charter boat Kona offshore)
Also he fished on 3/25/1990 at Hawaii. Right after this, he left for Soviet Union for his meeting with President Gorbachev on 4/11. 

11/30/1991, before he visited North Korea, he also offered a condition here (fostering the spirit to forgive one's enemy, who is
trying to kill you).



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Rev. Moon, King of Ocean (Boat Building)

• True boat builder (champion)

• Cheon Seung Ho was built and it launching ceremony (dedication ceremony) was held on 
6/26/1963. Since then, he continued to build countless boats. 

• He uses boats from various boat makers such as Maiko, Pacemaker, Silverton, and Nautica and 
others. 

• 1980: 300 Good Go boats were built

• Later, he continued to build larger boats from 40ft, 52ft, 85ft, to fianally 102ft, which was the 
largest FRP fishing boat in the world. 

• 8/1/1994: In order to turn the 200 nautical miles into a realm of daily life, sets a policy to build 
and sell boats that range from "16ft - 60ft."

• He says: "rather than testify True Parents through witnessing, if we were to resolve the 
humanity's hunger problem, the whole world will accept True Parents much faster."

• True Father buys Master Marine Alabama company. Builds fishing boats, Coast Guard boats, 
Navy boats, and even iron and aluminum vessels. 

• FRP boat manufacturing and sales started in full gear from 2000 in North America. 

• From 2009, Cheon Jung Ho (60ft) and plaster mold were built
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What Kind of Boat Was He Trying to Build?

What is an ideal boat?
▪ The protagonist for the Age of Ocean 

Hobby Industry Providence is boat

▪ Without boat, the Age of Ocean Hobby 
Lifestyle will not start. 

▪ Boat that is fit for the waters up to 200 
nautical miles off the coast (a fast boat 
that can turn the 200-mile range into a 
daily realm - fast and can go far but 
economical)

▪ Unsinkable boat, absolutely safe boat

▪ Boat that can catch lots of (most) fish

▪ Boat that is beautiful and can be 
maintained that way easily

▪ Portable boat that can be transported 
easily anywhere on land. 
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Rev. Moon giving detailed instructions for the 
boat development (May 1994, Liberty Harbor 
Factory, Jersey City, New Jersey, USA)



Early Stages of 28ft FRP Boat Development
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He came to the factory everyday to inspect and give 
instructions (East Sunville, New York, 1980)

He mobilized 100 members to produce 1 boat per day.
President Kamiyama leading the efforts. (East Sunville, New 
York)



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Early Stages of 28ft FRP Boat Development
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Rev. Moon happy to see the first boat’s completion (East Sunville)

Rev. Moon while doing Holy Salt Ceremony for the 
newly completed boat (East Sunville)

150 One Hope boats all lined up (Norfolk, Virginia)



World’s Largest FRP Boat Built
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He gives instructions regarding the building of "One Ocean I" (shipyard in 
Mississippi)

"One Ocean II" completed in 1994 was the world's largest FRP fishing boat (102ft - Alabama shipyard) It was 
used for golden crab fishing in the Gulf of Mexico.

Members who built the "One Ocean" (85ft) 
(shipyard in Mississippi)



Media Coverage of the Largest FRP Boat in the World 
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"National Fisherman" magazine, the most famous commercial fishing magazine in the US, introduces 
the fact that the largest FRP fishing boat was built. Libraries in Japan also holds this record. 



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Research and Development of the Ultimate FRP Boat (16ft)
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Goes out to test out the 16ft boat from Kodiak Harbor. This day the forecast predicted 16ft waves. The harbor looked calm, 
but by the time the boat got to Chiniak Point, mountainous waves were swirling. There, he tested the boat doing trolling. 

(Above) He was happy to see the first 16ft 
boat and said, "a beauty is born." He holy 
salts the boat. After checking the whole 
boat, he leaves detailed instructions. 

(Kodiak, Alaska, August 1993)



Research and Development of the Ultimate FRP Boat (24ft) 
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The new 24ft cabin boat, TF242. He checked the stern 
area and the whole fishing area, and was very happy 
saying, "It feels as big as 28ft boat." (2001, East 
Garden, New York)

Bow part - he checks whether it is as he 
instructed



Research and Development of the Ultimate FRP Boat (28ft) 
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[Above] He gives out instructions on the shape and 
height of the bow part (16ft). [Below] He gives out 
instructions regarding the making of new I/O boat 
(inboard-outboard type) instead of the original Good 
Go boat which had an outboard engine. 

[Above] He pursues the "ideal hull bottom shape" 
that can run with stability without using a trim tab 
(a system that maintains the boat stability while 
on move) [Below] Giving out instructions for the 
bow area and bow rail line of the 20ft boat.

[Above] He discusses in detail about the position of 
fishing rod holders (based on his practical 
experience) [Below] Rev. Moon listening to the test 
results for the dead rise and deep V angles. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Research and Development of the Ultimate FRP 
Boat (Hull Bottom Shape, Angle)
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Final instructions are being given for the angle of hull dead rise and the wraparound part. 

Rev. Moon talking about how to build a boat 
with speed, and the deadline for this 
improvement. 

He gives out instructions for improving 24ft, 
20ft, and 16ft boats. 



"Completion of a Market-Ready Boat" until Chil Pal Jeol
Proclamation
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Rev. Moon contemplating on the deck of pre-
manufactured new TE283 cabin boat. 

He talks about his ideas on the parts around the engine, engine cover, and cabin interior. 

That that time, he called on the phone 
from Nabileque, Pantanal, and promptly 
came on an airplane to New York to give 

us final instructions. 



Completion of an Ideal Boat, and Chil Pal Jeol
Proclamation
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New cabin boat, "TE283," was completed by the due date 
(8/9/1997 - lunar 7/7, Chil Pal Jeol). Test drive in the New York 
Harbor (in front of the Statue of Liberty). Very smooth ride. In a 
US boat magazine, an article introduced it with the title: "What a 
comfortable ride!" 

Test cruising of “TE283” (around Manhattan Island)



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Completion of the Ideal Boat, and Further 
Improvements
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[Above] He was satisfied, but instructed us to 
research and develop further. [Below] He asks for 
a tent improvement that enables the boat to be 
used in very hot and sunny South America. 

[Above] He proclaims, "this boat is now complete." 
[Below] He instructs for "further improvements" for a 
wider cabin interior that can be used more effectively. 
This turns into instructions for "TE286" development. 

"Family life style boat" - He talks 
about his idea for a boat for South 
America. 



Ideal Boat to South America
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He instructs for a new boat factory to be built.



Boat Factory Construction for Boat Sales Market Entry
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Inside the running 1st factory at Little Ferry. 
Completed boats are lined up. Production limit 
for this factory was 3 boats per month. Rev. 
Moon instructs for the 2nd boat factory to be 
constructed. The starting standard was set to 
production and sales of 30 boats per month. 

New boat factory acquired on April 1998 (Little Ferry, New 
Jersey)



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Research and Development for a Larger Boat
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"Make an ideal boat company within 3 years.“

"Build a boat factory at Porto Mortino in Brazil, South 
America." "I built a boat factory in Uruguay, and that place 
will also come into play.“

“I will improve this boat and complete a more ideal boat.”

Little Ferry boat factory, New Jersey



Research and Development for the Global Expansion
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He gives instructions through the "mold check" about lower cost, lighter weight, 
and mass-production system. He also talks about unsinkable structure. 

"Make all boats unsinkable. Test all boats." 

He asks the weight of the hard top, and then instructs to make it 
lighter and stronger. 

He discusses a complex and technical 
point, "improve the gunnel width to make 
the boat  look more strong."

He painstakingly devises ideas to "how we can 
create a functional hull form that can be 
globalized as fast as possible"



Research and Development to Lead the Boat Industry
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" Make the eye cleat on the bow strong and as large as 
3 fingers." "If capsized, it will be the life line 
that supports the body. 2-fingers cannot support your 
body." Other companies later follow suit. 

He emphasizes on enlarging the factory to 
three times its size. "Buy a larger land. The 
key is to do it quickly." 

Little Ferry boat factory, New Jersey. 



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



For the Construction of the Foundation for Global 
Oceanic Sovereignty 
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"Boat builders must do Hoon Dok Hae also at the 
factory. If you do it from 6-7 in the morning, you 
will share a unified spiritual realm with True 
Father.“

Keep it clean, so that people will rumor it to be 
"a factory with only good things." When you drive 
around the factory property, drive so that people 
will rumor, "the people of this factory drive 
nicely." 

"Work hard at the standard of our church's early 
days. Hold leader's training for couples and 
children for boating and fishing." 

He said, "I will send half of North American boat 
technitians to South America." He talks about the 
importance of education. 

October 1999 at Little Ferry boat factory. He said, "From here in Little 
Ferry, we will aim for global oceanic sovereignty. This place is a preparation 
base for creating a global oceanic foundation." 



Rev. Moon, the Founder of True Ocean Culture and 
Civilization 

1. The culture that Adam and Eve were to start in the beginning of human history was ocean 
culture and civilization. 

2. Mission of Jesus was the same (Crete, Greece, Rome, India, China, Joon Won Cheon Ji
[Korea-China region])

3. The life course of the Lord of the Second Advent "Battle for the Establishent of a Model for 
the Ideal Society"

A. Battle to establish a model for an ideal society at Yamok - Pacific Rim Providence begins -
SeMaul Movement

B. Establishment of 30 Ocean Church locations in North America
C. Jardim Proclamation
D. Establishment of the Ocean Spirit (Alaska Spirit, Gloucester Spirit, Hudson Spirit, and 

Pantanal Spirit)
E. Proclamation of the coming of Ocean Hobby Industry Providence, model base/city
F. GeoMunDo Island, Yeosu

Establishment of 12 Pillars of Ocean Hobby Industry; Invested $3 billion into 20 years of 
Ocean Providence in North America

4. True Parents – Establishment of internal, vertical, and historical Ocean Hobby Industry 
Model Base/City

The mission of Mother Nation until 2012 – establishment of external, horizontal, and realistic 
Ocean Tourism Hobby Industry Base/City/Nation (3-Year extension)
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Date: 12/17/2012
Location: Yamok Church 

野牧敎會長
黃 載 晟



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Kang Do Bang Jook had an old legend, and local people shied away from the area.

Meaning of the Yamok Holy Ground

Kang Do Bang Jook

True Parents and training participants fishing by Kang 
Do Bang Jook



VISION2020 & 海洋摂理

10/12/2002 Approx. 9AM
True Father instructs to buy 
over 100 ha of land in the 
Hwa Sung City area centering 
on the Yamok holy ground. 

Right after that, $100,000 
was given. 



공룡알 화석지 300ha

주
님
땅

1. Completed Era, construction of 
Cheon Bok Goon

2. 21개국가이상민속촌유치
3. 100만평은수익사업
4. 호텔및카지노골프장
5. 수지형석고몰드전시관

Holy 
ground

Kang Do 
Bang 
Jook



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The First 20 Years of Ocean Providence in North 
America
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Establishment of Ocean Church (10/1/1980)
▪ Purpose of establishment: In order to create a stage for a 

unified world of ultra nation, ultra religion and ultra race, 
that affirms the hope of the creator （“Pacific Rim Era” P.70）
All following speeches and messages share the same core content: 
"Ideal at Yamok," "Establishment of Ocean Churh" (refer to "God's 
Will and the Ocean"), the ideal of "Ocean Hobby Industry Model base," 
"Jardim Proclamation," "Peace Messages" 

▪ Establishment of Ocean Church in 30 locations in North America -
the goal was to create 200 to 1000 locations. 

▪ Ocean Challenge Begins (Approx. 6000 people were trained in the 
13 years starting 1981)

▪ It was for the purpose of the rebirth of North America (spirit of love 
of nation) and building a Kingdom of Heaven on earth.

▪ It was a post-VOC (Victory over Communism) movement. "Ones 
who do not know about the ocean cannot become a leader" (refer to: 
"God's Will and the Ocean")



The Historical Moment of the Establishment of Ocean 
Church
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1011/1980: The historical moment the Ocean Church was born (Morning 
Garden, Gloucester)



Why South America? 
New Hope Farm Proclamation, Jardim Proclamation, Sao Paulo Proclamation
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Rendering of Nabileque Water Palace
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Hotel Americano in Nabileque where Satan's Surrender was 
Proclaimed
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Asuncion Boat Factory (Beginning Stage)
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Asuncion Boat Factory
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South American Boat Factory and its Related Industry 
(Ocean Hobby Industry Model) Base Rendering 
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From the Era of Ocean Providence to the Era of Ocean 
Hobby Industry Providence
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12/30/1993: Declaration of "Coming of the Era of Ocean Hobby Industry 
Providence" 
1994 was the 40th anniversary of the establishment of Unification Church, and 20th anniversary of 
Ocean Providence in North America. It was proclaimed alongside Family Pledge (proclaimed on 
5/1/1994) as the milestone and a guide for the Age of the coming of Heaven. 

• What kind of age is the “Era of Ocean Hobby Industry Providence”?

• Until then, it was the age of “slave labor”

– Human beings are originally created with the desire to feel joy through hobby...however, people in 
today's world are working to fulfill the central purpose/value to "feed oneself." 

– "From my (Rev. Moon) eyes, everybody looks like they are working in slave labor." 

• From now on is the age of "Ocean Hobby Life"

– Conversion and deliverance from the life of slave labor to the life of work-for-hobby lifestyle 

– Tourism and hobby lifestyle in the world of eternal peace

– The age where war is the mother of all inventions = conflict and war, end of the age of development 
through the Origin-Opposition-Union action => coming of the age of development through give 
and receive action as well as Origin-Division-Union action

– The center of various human hobbies is "fishing"

– The age of commercial fishing by fishing vessels will end, and an age of hobby fishing will come.

– It is the age where one can feel God through nature in countless ways. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From Era of Ocean Providence to the Era of Ocean Hobby 
Industry Providence
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What is Ocean Hobby Industry?
▪ "Ocean Hobby lifestyle" as fishing as its representative contains the most 

universal and diverse aspects of human hobby lifestyle. 
▪ Industry that supports the "Ocean Hobby Lifestyle" is the Ocean Hobby Industry.
▪ With scientific and technological breakthroughs as its basis, productivity will 

rapidly increase and humanity's food problem will be automatically be resolved. 
▪ Society of co-living, co-prosperity, and co-ideology = businesses/industries that 

exist not for self-interest but for others = through the give and receive action 
between God's creativity/science and humanity's willingness/creativity/science, a 
new value will form and a new business that has a core philosophy to contribute to 
the society will appear. 

▪ 70 years from the year 1945, geniuses will start to appear among Blessed Children.
（June 2006）

12 Pillars of Ocean Hobby Industry（11/27/2003: determined by Rev. Moon)
1. Ocean Church
2. Marine School
3. Fishing/Tournaments
4. Tackle, Bait, clothes manufacturing/sales
5. Boat Manufacturing/sales
6. Fish farming, hatchery

7. Seafood transport business
8. Seafood restaurant
9. Transport, tourism, sports
10. Development of marine resources
11. Marine life, culture and information industry
12. Ocean Providence Fund/bank



What is an Ocean Hobby Industry Model Base?
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What is an “Ocean Hobby Industry Model Base?”

• Ocean Hobby Industry (12 pillars)  a location/base that has all its aspects

• A place one can live the "hobby lifestyle" that was originally intended for 
humanity

• Ocean Spirit (spirit of living for the sake of others, True Parentism) is at its 
core

• "Model" points to the fact that it can easily be globalized

• International resort, tourist destination (ultra-nation, ultra-religion, and 
ultra-race)

"Model base" construction requirements

• First of all, it has to be positioned on the east, west, north, or south of the 
Pacific Rim. 

• Water region with plentiful fish as its stage

• Connected via "international super highway"

Therefore, the "Ocean Hobby Industry Model Base" is an international center of ocean 
hobby lifestyle and culture, that Rev. Moon himself had pioneered. 



Conceptual Plan of the Ocean Hobby Industry Model Base
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Construction of GeoMunDo Island Ocean Hobby Industry Model Base to the 
Construction of Yeosu Ocean Hobby Industry Model City
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• "Model city" is an enlarged version of the "model base“

• It will be constructed in cooperation with the government.

• Government's responsibility:

– Roads, railways, airfields, harbors, bridges, tunnels, water and sewage, power

• Our responsibility:

– Ocean Hobby industry (12 pillars)

– Realm of Ocean Hobby Lifestyle、creating a culture - we must first establish a 
free life of living on the seas

– Development of marine science and technology - geniuses appearing among 
Blessed Families

• Yeosu is the center of the Pacific Rim and the world's seas

• May-August of 2012: Introduction of "model city" to the global leaders a Yeosu 
International Ocean EXPO (extended 3 years)

• Law of before and after of truth and lies - even though Satan has naturally 
surrendered on 3/21/1999, fallen continental civilization continues, and the evil spirit 
dominates over this world and nations as its city civilization at its core. It will 
naturally collapse once the era of God Civilization (centered on God's Heart, lineage, 
and ideology) progresses up to a city level. 

• Start of the reunification of North and South. 



Soho Ocean Resort, a Model for the Model City
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The Center of GeoMunDo Ocean Hobby Industry Model Base
The Ocean Cheon Jung Goon (Completed Substantial Body of Ocean Church)
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International Super Highway
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"World Peace King Bridge" that Rev. Moon has directly marked on the map centered on the Bering Strait. He 
draws out his ideas for the international super highway. He said, "international super highway will connect all 
coastal Ocean Hobby Industry Model bases/cities of the world." (June 2005)



Locations that Rev. Moon Invested in and their Order 
“Tribal messiahs have established a name that can represent the nation. I have accomplished all these tasks. I 

have accomplished everything.”
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韓国
北
米

南米

ハワイ（コナ）

アラスカ
（コディアック）

ニューヨーク
麗水

環太平洋

ボストン

The footsteps of Rev. Moon's Ocean Providence: started in Korea (1963), then went through North America, 
South America, Hawaii, Pacific Rim nations, and finally landed on Yeosu, Korea (2003). The Pacific Rim realm 
accounts for half of the earth. He went around the globe, then went around the east, west, north and south 
of the Pacific Rim, patrolling the important fishing points of the globe. Joon Won Cheon Ji (Korean region) 
and Paraguay is on the opposite sides of the earth's axis. The 3 elements that determine the center of 
culture and civilization is: harmony of 4 seasons, harmony of the sea and continent, and fish. 

パンタナール



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PART Ⅲ
Boat Manufacturing/Sales



Boat Manufacturing/Sales

Introduction

・Hobby World Marine is a manufacturing and sales company with 
shareholder participation. 

・Why Paraguay? - Struggle for equalization. Solving the humanity's 
hunger problem

・Concept for boat manufacturing - unsinkable, fast, beautiful, best at 
catching fish

・Meaning of 278 boat deployment
・The core to advance Ocean Providence is "boat" - we must understand 

and own the sea
・Concept where boat industry will be the largest industry in the world 
・We as Blessed Families must realize the concept that the boat will 

produce great value.
・Boat made in Paraguay (North American boat manufactured in Paraguay)
・Estimate for one boat
・Forming of "Boat Fishing Club"

PART Ⅲ ボートの製造、販売



Plans for Manufacturing/Sales
（Made November 2013)

Manufacturing System
• Purchase materials from North America. Manufacture in Paraguay. Ship to 
Japan for sales. 

• 10 boats to be manufactured by June 2014 and shipped to Japan
• end 70 technicians by June.
• 1st factory to be completed within 2014
• Manufacture 70 boats within 2014
• 12 boats per month to be produced starting in July
• Ultimately, total of 200 technicians to be sent from Japan
• 2nd and 3rd factories to be completed within 2015
• Gradually hire Paraguayan and South American brothers and sisters
• Manufacturing system that produces 120 boats per month by March of 2016

Sales System
• Create a sales system of 40 captains and 40 salesmen per sales location. 
(Basically aim for all 2600 shareholders to work as a salesperson)

• Complete contracts for 278 boats by 9/3/2013. 
• 6 test drive boats to be placed in each of the 12 sales locations by 
December of 2014

• Sell 1 boat per sales location per month starting in April of 2014
• Achieve 120 boat sales per month by 2/22/2016
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3-Year Goals in Pantanal/Paraguay
(Established in Nov 2013)

• By June 2014, complete 10 boats to station at the 12 sales offices in Japan. By 2014 
May 2nd, first 2 boats to be completed

• Train 70 Japanese technicians by June 2014 and 200 by December of 2015 
• By mid-2014, Construct First Factory and Marine Center
• By mid-2014, purchase an additional 10ha land that can access a main public road.
• By March 2015, manufacture 360 boats (30 boats/month) and deliver to Japan
• By the end of 2015, construct up to the Third Factory
• In the first half of 2015, build bulkheads at the river coast and construct the marina, 

as well as complete infrastructures.
• By the end of 2015 (March of 2016), complete the Asuncion Ocean Hobby Industry 

Model Base
• By June of 2016, achieve rate of 120 boats per month and sales 
• By the end of 2014, construct boat sales and repair factory in Puerto Murtinho
• By June of 2016, establish the foundation for Water City construction in Nabileque
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Goals to Achieve in the 3-Year Path in Japan
(Established in Nov 2013)

• Within 2014, establish 12 sales offices each equipped with a boat for test ride (At 
minimum, 40 boat salesmen / captains and 6 test boats)

• Establish 12 Ocean Hobby Industry Model Base between 2016~2018 

• Send 70 boats to Japan by February 2015 and 278 boats by December 2015. Within 
3 years, all stockholders to obtain boat captain license, all stockholders to sell boats, 
and train professionals of Ocean Hobby Industry Providence

• By June 2016, station at least 10 charter boats at each model base 

• From April 2014, begin 12 boats per month sales. From April 2016, achieve sales of 
120 boats per month

• Within 3 years, recruit and train 120 boat fishing club memberships per stockholder. 
In total 240,000 members. 

• Achieve the goals of “National Ocean Fund” within 3 years

• Sales of Master Marine and Hobby World Marine boats

• Construction of Boat Factory in the 6 Continents

• Following the Words of “Make the Revival of Eastern Japan from Disasters to be the 
Leading Torch for the Revival of the World,” construct the Ishinomaki Boat Factory 
and Miyagi Prefecture Ocean Tourism Hobby Industry City
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34 Years of Rev. Moon’s Life in United States

The purpose of Rev. Moon to live in United States – the maximum is 40 years July 19th, 2008
▪ Fight to let the American Christians welcome the Messiah (as Eldest Son Nation)
▪ USA is Rome in this era, the center of the last continental, land-based civilization  - Revive this civilization
▪ From 1982 (200 Nautical Mile proclamation by United States) and 1994 (Establishment of the international 

Law of the Sea), the political landscape in seas has dramatically changed 
▪ Currently, United States has become the top nation for boating, seafood culture and oceanic age.
▪ In United States, the boating industry was become one of the central “Consumer Goods Industries”
▪ The traditional commercial fishing style to sport-fishing style industry
▪ Revive United States with the Oceanic Culture and Civilization, to become the civilization for the preparation  

of welcoming the Era of Pacific Rim (Ocean). Rev. Moon spent 34 years in United States for this purpose 

PART Ⅲ ボートの製造、販売
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Culture in Preparation of Era of Pacific Rim 
(Trend of Boat Sales in United States in the 35 year period)



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PART IV
“National Ocean Fund”



Ocean Hobby Industry Providence Funds
Start of the “National Ocean Fund”

Intent and Purpose

At the arrival of the Era of the Pacific Rim, Fund to establish Japan as an 
oceanic nation that conquers the ocean. Also for the realization of Ocean 
Hobby Industry Model Base and City

• Name: “National Ocean Fund”

• Use both the Automated monthly bank account deduction and direct 
deposit methods

• September 2013 Official Start / 3-Years Goal to achieve 160,000 
membership

• Establish offices in all 47 prefectures within one year

• Newsletter “True Oceanic Age” (First issue in October 1st, 2014)

PART IV 国民海洋基金（海洋趣味産業摂理基金－海洋趣味産業12本の柱実現）募集



Conclusion



HDK Family Church Witnessing towards 100 Million peopleReligion

Political

Ec
o

n
o

m
ic

2013 2014 2015 2016

Senate Election House of Representatives and 

Senate, Same-day Election

June Sept March June Sept March June Sept March June

Ocean Hobby Industry Model Base Construction

Sept 3rd

Establish 12 Sales Offices

200 Japanese technicians from Japan to Paraguay

278 Contracts

First Factory Construction (30 boats/month）

3-year Goal Chart

結論

12 / month

36 / month

60 / month

60 / month

240,000 

membership

$4M / month

Automated Deduction



Directions given to Japan for Ocean Providence

1. 1980’s – Imported seafood such as tunas and lobsters into Japanese market. Fish 
sales and importing boats. 

2. 1990 – Centering on Chairman Osami Kuboki, formed the Alaska Team, / “First, 
import 20 boats” / American fishing stockholder’s tour

3. Sept 1991 - Moved 200 members centering on Chairman Kamiyama from USA to 
Japan. – Establish Ocean Church, boat company, boat sales and fishing tackle 
industry. 

4. 1996～1997 – Internationalize Ocean Providence / Women International 
Ministries / National Messiah Providence / Deployment of 4 boats (4 sizes 
between 16’ and 28’) and 4 types of fishing tackles in each of 120 countries / 
Instructed to begin fishing tackles businesses to South American missionaries

5. 1999 – Import 150 boats

6. Oct 2000 – “Start charter boat business by deploying 200 boats”

7. July 2005 – “Deploy 500 boats” ($300 million investment, 1,500 central members, 
project involving all church members)

結論



I have been telling you to make boats

From The Pacific Rim Providence Chapter 5, All Civilizations Will Come to 
Fruition on the Peninsula 

Didn’t I say peninsular civilization developed as a double culture, and that the 
Korean peninsula should come to mind whenever a volcano erupts in Japan? 
That is why I have been telling you to make boats. Have you built them yet? 
That may happen. For this reason, the Japanese and the Americans should 
not be arrogant. If they behave arrogantly on both sides of the Pacific Ocean, 
God will not spare either one. Both America and Japan will be struck. I do not 
pray for this to happen, but it is reasonable to conclude that such a situation 
would inevitably happen if Japan were to make a mistake. It is a valid 
statement when considering the historical judgment between good and evil. 
(198-237, 1990.2.3)

結論



Conclusion

• We are continuing the sale of stocks.

The number of sold stocks reached 8000 on December 26th of 2013, but the target 
level of fund is not reached. Hence, we are still continuing to collect stocks. 

• There are still 60 boat club membership remaining 

• The 278 boat contracts were achieved before the first anniversary of True Father’s 
passing on September 3rd (2013). We also conducted a report of True Father and 
resolved to collect the 278 boat money and to receive the 278 boats in Japan. In 
order to make this a reality, we will continue the efforts to collect the sales money 
and to obtain new boat contracts. This is not only a fight by the contract holders but 
for all of the 2,600 stockholders to bring the 278 boats into Japan. 

• For church members that are not yet stockholders and also for non-church 
members, we will ask them to enter the “National Ocean Funds” membership.  
These members also have the right to receive sales commissions if they sell the 
boats.

Conclusion



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


